
Please do look on the school social media pages and YouTube for updated videos and photos of all

the events that happen at school.
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The boys loved their trip to Romshed Farm on Wednesday this week. Thank you so much to Mrs

Marar for accompanying us and the boys.  We all had such a lot of fun and it was so lovely to be

out and about!  It definitely was the start of things getting back to normal.  

We were very lucky with the weather and the boys thoroughly enjoyed looking at the cows,

sheep, horses and chickens. They also loved learning about the soil and worms and how

important it is for them to take care of this, our next generation of adults! 

Our thanks to Fidelity at Romshed Farm for such an educational and fun day out! If you would

like to donate to the charity that we supported, please click here for the link.  We have also made

a video of the visit, which can be found here.

We went on a Trip to Romshed Farm

https://www.countrytrust.org.uk/
https://youtu.be/9K37k11UObM


We have started our topic on Dinosaurs!

We have started our Dinosaur topic this week and

the boys are really enjoying the new focus. 

Thank you to everyone who has brought in books

and toys, they are much appreciated. They really

enjoyed sharing their books with us. If there are

any more, that would be great. 

The one downside of this topic is that the noise

levels rise, as the boys like to roar as they play

with the dinosaurs! 

Dates;

Grandparents Day: Thursday 24th June,  1 .00pm - 2.15pm.

Summer Concert:  Thursday 24th June,  2. 15pm - 3.00pm.

Sports Day: Monday 28th June,  1 1 .00am - 12.30pm. (Boys go home at 12.30pm)

Dinosaurs

We have been learning about many aspects of

dinosaurs such as when they lived, where they

lived, what the habitat was like, their names, what

different dinosaurs liked to eat etc. As you can

imagine, the boys are fascinated by the sheer

variety of dinosaurs, the volcanoes, swamps and

the meteorite that wiped out the dinosaurs. 

Over the weekend, please visit this site if you want

to have another go at the games from ICT.

We have had such an exciting week in our Wildlife

Area.  Most of the caterpillars are in their cocoons

now and we would expect them all to be by the

end of the weekend. Leo also brought in his pet

snail for the day.  We continue to watch the

tadpoles with baited breathe to see if they grow

their back legs. Our class displays are growing and

we hope to send you a photo of these soon.

Understanding of the World

The boys have continued to work on their Butterfly display this week.  They have used their

marbled paper to create a symmetrical butterfly.  They had to fold the paper, draw half a

butterfly and then cut it out.  They do look gorgeous!  We shall take a photo of the display when it

is finished.

We have been singing lots of our Summer Concert songs this week.  It is so lovely to be able to sing

together now.  We do hope you are getting some snippets of these songs. Fidelity was very

impressed when the boys gave her an impromptu rendition of 'Eenie Meenie Minibeasts' when

she was digging for worms. 

Expressive Arts and Design

https://pbskids.org/dinosaurtrain/games/


Thank you to those of you that completed the Life Cycle quizzes last weekend.  It is amazing that

the boys remember all these facts.

Over the weekend please complete the sheet we have put in the book bags for our Romshed Trip.

Please do not help your son with any writing, simply ask them to use their sounds.  Please do

refer them to the RWI sound booklets.  They can either write a recount of the day or write about

one of their favourite things that they saw or did.  They can then add a picture in the box.

Some of you may be aware that next Friday, the school is having an Open Morning for

prospective Parents.  Please do spread the word to anyone you think may be interested in coming

along to view the school.  Unfortunately this is not for current parents.

We hope you have a lovely weekend, 

Mr Braidwood, Mrs Puller, Mrs Salt and Mrs Taylor

Other Notices

Mathematics

This week we looked at length and height and the associated

language. We measured firstly using cubes and then

introduced the metre stick and centimetres. The boys had to

measure various objects inside and outside the classroom. The

boys worked in groups and walked around measuring and

filling in the different heights. In addition to some very

accurate measuring it was wonderful to see the boys working

together. It always reminds us of Bob the Builder measuring

up for a job! 

Next week we will  be looking at 2D and 3D shapes and repeating patterns.  

 

Thank you for all the boxes kindly donated.  Please do keep them coming if you come across any.  


